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On Certain Partial Differential Equations connected 
with the Theory of Surfaces.* 

BY THOMAS CRAIG. 

Let u and v denote the parameters of the lines of curvature of a surface, p 
and ~2 the principal radii of curvature of the surface at the point (u, v), p, being 
the principal radius corresponding to the line v const. (the u-line), and p. cor- 
responding to u = coist. (the v-line). Denote further by Rl, R2 the radii of 
geodesic curvature of the lines u const. and v const. respectively; let a, , ' 

be the direction cosines of the normal to the surface and write 

a2x a2X __X L = a aa Z2, M=a aaa = ?X N=a aa . (1)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~N=0,N 
U2 ~ aua0 0av, (1 

We have now 
E G 

Pi iL'P2ff 

1 -1 aE 1 1 aG() 
R2 2EV G av ' R1 2GVEauJ 

We have further the following three equations connecting all of the preceding 
quantities 

I ap + va ( 1 _1) 
1 a vE (1 1) =o 
2~ u RI p1~ 
VE a G + a IVE (4) 

91P2 au- RI av' B2 

Equations (3) can also be written 

a vE_ VE GV % 
aV P1 R2 P2 ' (5) 
a v/ _G _ V/ G /VE 

aU p2 RJ p, 
' 

* " Sur une suite d'6quations lineaires aux derivees partielles provenant de la th6orie des surfaces." 
Comptes Rendus, Oct. 26, 1896, p. 634. In this note the letter e has been printed throughout for E. 
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1 1 
Differentiating the first of (3) for u and the second for v and eliminating - and 

respectively, we have 

a2 1 _ a a 1 logVG+VEG) a 1 =0 (6) 
auav R 12 au Pi au R2 RI a P 

___ I _/ 1 a VE a 1=0 
auav 1 -(a; log 4/ + = G) a 92 17 a 9 

that is, L and 1 are particular integrals of the differential equations 
pi p2 

(E\l) - a2(O1l _ 
G_ (Ga log b/G + __E 

ao ? (8) 
au u- 112 

( =a202 _ ( alog VIE +V G) a(O2 _ VE a__2 = 0 (9) 

The differential equation satisfied by the coordinates (x, y, z) of the point (u, v) 
of the surface is 

a2Cpo ++ 4 I a = 0. (10) auav 112 au 1 av-10 

From equations (5) we derive in the same way as above the following: 

a__ - a log R'I a(?l_VEGN =oi (11) auav au 112 av 11112 

02 -a , log %/ G a(po,2- EG 0. (12) 

These are equivalent to (8) and (9) (that is, have the same invariants, or are 
derived from (8) and (9) by substitutions of the form = a=p') and have 

,/ E and respectively as particular integrals. 
pi 92 

The invariants of (Eol) are 

kSE - a2 loVE VIEG 
hol=11111 01 auav 2log + 11112 (13) 

those of (E02) are 

ha2 2 log V/ G + B lRG e ko2 =REG (14) 
auav R1, R1112 ' 1112 (4 

Form now the Laplace's series, 

* *0*(.E..i), * * * * (E-2), (E-11), (E01), (E),1) (E21) * *, (Eil) . * | (1 
..*. . (E.2), . .. . (E-22), (E-12), (EO2), (E12), (E22) * . * , (AI2) * (15) 
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It is easy to see by calculation of the invariants that these two series of equa- 
tions are equivalent, viz. the invariants of (Ek.1, 2) and (Bk, 0) are the same, or, 
what comes to the same thing, the equations in the lower line are transformed 
into those in the upper line by substitutions of the form z = Xz', denoting by z the 
unknown function and by x a function of (u, v). In (Ekl, 2) replace (Pk-, 2 by 

%/ G mt _, 2 the new equation in + 2 will be (Ek, 1), that is, cp 1, 2 = Pkl. This 

is for k positive. For the negative values of k we write for qP-k2 the quantity 
VEI 
R1 cPLk2 and so transform (E-k2) into (E.(k1), 1). 

We find readily the following relations for the invariants: 

hil 
= ht_,, 2 = R 

B--a log h' RG', h'21 
2 

.................. hi-1; 
l)'|... 16 

2 
R,R,2 Z)Uavlo (Ri_Al2S: ___ i-i (16) 
VEG a2 / 2k-2hi - 3 

k_il= k_i-1,, 2 R --., log (ERi 21k *. k7i2 2) ] RERG a2a _E2 f-2i(17 
h-ki _ VER __log (B k-1k2 -2* k i-) 

ki- -)1 RRA auav lo fl 12 -C?22 e Il 

Dropping the letter k and using only h (i. e. h1- k), these are 

h2 VEG_ a log ( h h"-1h' 2 .... 1 (18) hi-1, 2RjR2 a)uav \R 

or hi1, 2 =h l= VEG 
2a i-log 

(G h'h-2 .... h;2,2). (181) 
B]2 aua)v 12 

Also h(f +1), 2 =&d= V R a2 log (2h2 h E z . ... h_(i.i), 2"), (19) 
_(j+1) 2 

=h-l=1Rj2 auav ~ 

or 
h&(i+1),2 =h_il=VN/ &-a2v log (-2 -h' I h 2 h_ (19') 

R12 auv \ D2 

Before considering the general case, we shall examnine the case where equa- 
tions (8) and (9) become identical. For this we must have 

au 0 ag G_ log R1 (20) 
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From these we find readily 
E-= UI2, V = U2J1, (21) 

the U's being functions of u alone and the V's functions of v alone. We have 
now for the linear element 

ds2 ( U2 V2 ()du2+ 1dv (22) 

or say ds21 (Ud2 + Vdv2). (23) 

In this case then the lines of curvature form an isometric system. The differ- 

ential equation satisfied by I and 1 is now readily seen to take the form 

a2p alog am alog 2 _0, (24) 
auav av auI auz av 

and that satisfied by the coordinates x, y, z of a point on the surface is 

A2 + og@ + a =oX @_0 (25) 
auav av au au av 

This is the adjoint equation to (24), since x is of the form U, or say 
U2 (u) IV2 V 

simply U2 V2, for now a2 log , =O 
auav 

In the case then qwhen the lines of curvature of a surface form an isometric 
system, and the linear element has the form 

G2I = 2 (u) V2 (v)(Udu2 + Vdv2), 

the partial differential equation satisfied by the reciprocals of the principal radii of 
curvature is adjoint to that satisfied by the cartesian coordinates of a point of the 
surface. 

The common value of the invariants of both equations is 
h c=a 10g 9 X' aO 10 = Us' (U) V2' (V) (6 
h = 7c 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~(26) 

It is not my purpose here to examine the general system of equations implied 
in (15), but we may look for a moment at the first of the Laplace's equations 
derived from (24); this is 

a2cp _ a log %Vh ap_ a log a, + a logA- a log h P = 0. (27) 
auav av au au aV au a 

13 
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The invariants are 
h a log X a log2 

- 
a2log h 

aU av auav 
h ~a2log h (28) 

auav 
k1 h. J 

But h1 log alog. _1 UQ V' 
h au 

T u<TY' ;F aX av U2 2 

therefore a2 log h = 0 
auav 

and consequently h1 = k1 = h =k. 

The same thing will clearly be true of all the following equations of the positive 
end of Laplace's series, and from the known properties of this series in the case 
wheni the leading equation has equal invariants we shall lhave all the invariants 
of the negative end of the series equal and equal to the single invariant of the 
leading equation. All the equations of Laplace's series are therefore equivalent 
in this case, a fact which is indeed almost evident a priori. An extended study 
of equations (8) and (9) and the corresponding Laplace's series (15) will be 
undertaken in another paper. 
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